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High Level Road Map To Launch An Online
Casino
PROJECT START UP & PRELIMINARY PLANNING
As a result of Covid, the online casino and social casino games business is
booming and will continue to do so well into the future. Impressive revenues
generated from a well-run online platform are a tempting prospect for land
based casinos, investors and entrepreneurs.
For new entrants into the online space preparing a road map to roll out and
beyond is challenging and if not done correctly will mean a succession of
never ending road works along the journey.
As a first and prudent step, particularly for new entrants with little to no
online operating experience, EPA strongly recommends commissioning a
detailed study and revenue analysis document. The study is an invaluable
tool that provides background and details all aspects associated with
establishing and operating an online casino platform in today's highly
competitive space.
More information on study deliverables can be requested from EPA direct.
After reading and discussing the information contained in the study you will
be more informed and better positioned to make a more informed business
decision as to which direction best meets your goals. The study will provide
several key reference points from which to determine what the expected
outcomes will be given the preferred business model you decide to run with.

Road Map - High Level
The road map outlined in this section is intended to provide a high level view as to the
pre launch process EPA follows.
Once funding has been secured a number of preliminary measures with regards to the
start-up of the business and pre casino launch activities will need to be undertaken these
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of the Company name
Business Plan
Domain name registration
Licensee application
Opening of Bank account and establishment of merchant account facilities
Development of a Business Plan – Executive Summary, to present the Company’s vision,
mission, strategic focus and brand.
Market research, feasibility analysis including three year budget and revenue forecasts
Website design
Pre opening brand awareness through PR campaigns and published media articles.
Marketing and Technical personnel recruitment
Establish a technical and support services office
Identify Media Company to provide brand and media marketing services

A well structured business plan is a necessity for operations, and if needed in the license
application process. Having a clear, well-thought-out strategy and road map will be critical
to the success of the project. The market analysis section of your business plan should
break down how your business fits into the landscape of the industry. This section needs
to show the demand for your product or service and an analysis of the target markets, as
well as a breakdown of industry trends. You will also need to include an outline of your
pricing plan and detail exactly how you’ll market your online casino, including your
budgets and marketing channels.
Your plan will include the business model, anticipated timelines and key milestone
deliverables. Expanded spreadsheet analysis detailing pre-opening and operational
budgets with line items, cash flows and revenue forecasts that detail operating costs,
gross gaming and bottom line revenues will be key.
Based on our considerable experience, the pre-opening phase we estimate will take
anywhere from three - four months to complete.
The initial business focus is to finalise agreements with already identified games
software providers through turnkey agreements. At the same time identifying and
recruiting personal to form the finance, anti fraud, technical, player support, marketing
and data analysis teams.
Having access to a proven and substantive data analytics platform will be key to optimise
your business performance levels. To this end your plan to search out and form a strategic
partner relationship with a suitable group able to meet your demands in this area. The
nominated media companies must be instructed to prepare a media and marketing plan
to be presented for approval by prior to any media being booked.
There are a number of moving parts in the set up process all being managed at the same
time. Looking for potential software and service providers is key and takes time. Working
for our clients EPA manages negotiations to ensure delivery of the best possible outcome
for the business. During this period the EPA team works with the design team to map out
and build the site home pages and functionality.
The on-board technical team will work to have the various site functions integrated and
running smoothly, site hosting will likely be Cloud based.

ESTIMATED COMPANY START UP COSTS & CASH FLOW ESTIMATES
Key Assumptions underlying the Financial Projections
Our financial model assumes that the allocated budget for preopening through to roll out and beyond is US$4 million. It should be noted
that in today's competitive market and ever increasing player activation costs, this amount is considered the absolute minimum. As a part
of the EPA turnkey offering we include detailed funding requirements, associated cash flow estimates and revenue projections over a
three year period.
EPA makes every effort to ensure that all expense estimates are in line our extensive hands on operating experience with like size online
gaming business’s since 1999.
It should be noted that these financial projections are forward-looking statements that are based on various assumptions and past
experience in this industry, future operating results may vary materially from those projected. The revenue modelling has been built using
as a base known online gaming model formulas with daily purchase expectations substantially lowered by more than 30% to deliver
conservative estimates.
The financial projections below are only estimates, from which actual results will vary. Such variations may be material. Financial
projections are necessarily speculative in nature, and it is usually the case that one or more of the assumptions will not occur. Financial
projections should always be read in conjunction with the information contained in the study document and final business plan.

In our example revenue is expected to grow from a loss of $2.2m in year one to net profit of $32m by year three. As a start-up entity
coming into the online casino space you must be prepared to invest substantially in your monthly marketing spend. Marketing spend year
one is budgeted at almost $4.4 million which equates to 92% of total expenses.
It is important to understand why the marketing spend percentage of an online business may look high. Unlike a bricks and mortar
establishment, online business do not have walk by traffic, all traffic has to be driven, acquired and retained, this is called User
Acquisition (UA). As competition for players increases so does player acquisition costs particularly in the mobile segment which is where
our platform is pitched. The UA cost for a real money casino today is around $4000. Online casinos are a volume driven business, the
more qualified users you acquire the higher your revenues will be.
By year two you should have built a data base in excess of 20,000 paying customers. To achieve this means allocating a substantial
marketing budget and knowing where to market, without which will mean the project is doomed to fail. With little to no organic or viral
growth the only way to really scale up is through paid UA.
In our example year two will see a significant leap in revenues, this will be due to brand awareness growth and continually increasing
your monthly media spend. Year two marketing spend will be $8.9 million with revenues growing substantially to $10 million illustrating
economies of scale and the effectiveness of continued monthly increased marketing spend.
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